
 

 

The 10 Money MMaakkiinngg and Marketing 

Rules You Will Learn To Live By and Love 
 
Rule #1: There Will Always Be An Offer Or Offers. Nothing will appear as an ad 

either in print or electronically without an offer. You may be surprised to discover 
how much money is spent on advertising and marketing that fails Rule#1. Check 
the Yellow Pages, for example, and you’ll find plenty of expensive ads giving only 
name and contact information, what they do but absent any real offer or incentive 
or call to action. If you want people to respond to your advertising you must give 
them a tangible reason to do so and be very clear about what they are to do. 
 

Rule #2 There Will Always Be A Reason To Respond NOW. You’ll discover 

many different Atlanta Marketing Center strategies for creating sense-of-urgency, 
so people respond rather than set aside, delay procrastinate or forget. 
 

Rule #3 There Will Always Be Clear Instructions On How To Respond. A 

common mistake is leaving what you want the prospective customer, client or 
patient to do next vague. You will be clear, direct and emphatic. This entire 
STRUCTURE OF OFFER AND RESPONSE INSTRUCTIONS modus operandi is one of 
the differentiations between ordinary advertising and Direct-Response 
Advertising. 
 

Rule #4 There Will Be Tracking And Measurement. P.T. Barnum is oft-quoted 

as saying, “I know half the advertising for my circuses is wasted—I just wish I knew 
which half.” You need to know what works , eliminate ALL the fat and waste from 
your advertising, insist on return on investment. We’ll show you how. 
 

Rule #5 Whatever Brand-Building Occurs Will Be By Happy By-Product Not 

Bought. If big, dumb companies want to pour millions into brand identity and 



 

unaccountable image advertising, let ‘em, but don’t follow them! You are in the 
money-making business. Do Direct Response Advertising, and get brand-building 
as a side effect. 
 

Rule #6 There Will Be Follow Up. Bluntly, most businesses are “sloppy” about 

capture of leads and prospects information and about effective, multi-step, 
multimedia follow-up, so there is a treasure trove of untapped sales and profit 
opportunity. As a member, you will be forcibly focused by us on uncovering and 
mining ALL the income potential in your business; plugging holes in your bucket; 
putting an iron cage around your customers; getting more revenue from every 
customer. 
 

Rule #7 There Will Be Strong Sales Copy. The late Zig Ziglar said; there are, 

sadly a lot more professional visitors than there are professional salespeople! You 
are going to “Beef Up” the selling power of your every ad, web site, e- mail, letter, 
flyer, postcard, etc. 
 

Rule #8 In General It Will Look Like “Mail Order. Advertising. Legendary ad 

man David Ogilvy told his own ad agency‘s people that “in truth, only the mail-
order people really know what they are doing”. The core of Atlanta Marketing 
Center style marketing is borrowed from and built on what has worked since 1900 
and works today in DIRECT marketing—applied to EVRY kind of business, 
profession or sales career. 
 

Rule #9 Results Rule. Period. No one’s opinion, not even yours, matters to you 

anymore! Opinion and guesswork gone, “scientific advertising” in, accurately 
measured results govern. 
 

Rule #10 You Will Be A Tough-Minded Disciplinarian. You will have a strategic 

plan, clear instructions, winning models, proven examples fed to you and you will 
stick with them. 


